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Kappa delta dagger meaning

(too old to answer) Someone told me that kappa delta secret motto, AOT, were these OldEnglish words that meant Each to the other true. They apparently claim that the first Kappa Delta president came up with it. But I also heard that it was straight out of Beowulf, line 1165.The phrase refers to Hrothgar and his nephew Hrothulf. Maybe
it's a stupid question, but don't betray Hrothulf in the end? Ifso, why would a sorority want this as a motto? The post of ConflationSomebody told me that kappa delta's secret motto, AOT, were these OldEnglish words that meant Each to the other true. They apparently claim that the first Kappa Delta president came up with it. But I also
heard that it was straight out of Beowulf, line 1165.The phrase refers to Hrothgar and his nephew Hrothulf. Maybe it's a stupid question, but don't betray Hrothulf in the end? Ifso, why would a sorority want this as a motto? Hits me. I'm more of a Delta Tau Chi man, or I would have been if we had suchthings in the UK. In fact, we did in
spirit, but not by name. Our motto was (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per Omnia Ad Nauseum, probably suburbs latin, but the idea was there. Never thought of Beowulf... CheersMartin Post by Martin Reboulsuchthings in the UK. In fact, we did in spirit, but not by name. Our motto was (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per
Omnia Ad Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! Post by Martin Reboultappalling Latin, but the idea was there. Never thought of Beowulf... CheersMartin Post by Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboulsuchthings in the UK. In fact, we did in spirit, but not by name. Our motto was (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per Omnia Ad
Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! All things .--William Black------------------Strange women lying in ponds distribute swordse without foundation for a system of government Post by Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboulsuchthings in the UK. In fact, we did in spirit, but not by name. Our motto was (and for tea hardcore survivors still are)
Per Omnia Ad Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! He thinks they were driving a bus. N. (Dick) Wisan - Email: ***@catskill.net- Snail: 37 Clinton Street, Oneonta NY 13820, USA- Just your opinion, please, ma'am: No fax. Post by Dick WisanPost by Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboulsuchthings in the UK. In fact, we did in spirit, but not
by name. Our motto was (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per Omnia Ad Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! He thinks they went by bus. We did sometimes (VW micro) but I don't think that was it? Everything for Excess I thought? That's the way we interpreted anyway... mottoPost by Martin ReboulwasPost by Dick WisanPost by
Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboul (and for tea hardcore survivors still Per Omnia Ad Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! He thinks they went by bus. We did sometimes (VW micro) but I don't think was it? Everything for Excess I thought? That's the way we interpreted anyway... My reading is: Do (Through?) all things until they make
you sick.--William Black------------------Strange women lying in ponds distributing swordse without basis for a system of government Post by William BlackmottoPost by Martin ReboulwasPost by Dick WisanPost by Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboul (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per Omnia Ad Naumuseum, What does Omnia
think?! He thinks they went by bus. We did sometimes (VW micro) but I don't think that was it? Everything for Excess I thought? That's the way we interpreted anyway... Do (Through?) all things until they make you sick. Yes, it happened quite often... IIR anything...? I don't know Latin of course, it's all Greek to me. Post by Martin
ReboulPost by William BlackmottoPost by Martin ReboulwasPost by Dick WisanPost by Bob AppleyardPost by Martin Reboul (and for tea hardcore survivors still are) Per Omnia Ad Nauseum, What does Omnia mean?! He thinks they went by bus. We did sometimes (VW micro) but I don't think that was it? Everything for Excess I
thought? That's the way we interpreted anyway... Do (Through?) all things until they make you sick. Yes, it happened quite often... IIR anything...? I don't know Latin of course, it's all Greek to me. Party until you puke! The post of ConflationSomebody told me that kappa delta's secret motto, AOT, were these OldEnglish words that meant
Each to the other true. They apparently claim that the first Kappa Delta president came up with it. But I also heard that it was straight out of Beowulf, line 1165.The phrase refers to Hrothgar and his nephew Hrothulf. Maybe it's a stupid question, but don't betray Hrothulf in the end? Ifso, why would a sorority want this as a motto? Maybe the
ladies never finished the book? (and for all those who are interested, no, the importance of Tri Sigmadoesn't includes sworn Sisters) Correct. Sigma Sigma Sigma stands for the Latin words that mean Weare always sisters. I've heard another meaning of aot that's about virtue. Yes, AOT means that each her own be true. Girls, it makes us
see lame todeny meaning, they may know the meaning, but they can never takeaway what it feels like for each of us! AOT means that each her own be true. They may know the meaning, but they will never experience our sisterhood! It is a common misconception that Kappa Kappa Gamma stands for the Kingdom of Keyto God. In fact, it
stands for Kalon K'AgathonGnothi, which is Greek for Know the beautiful and the good. KKG isbig about the benefits of Plato: THe Good, The True, and The Beautiful. The organization is one of the oldest women's fraternities in the country, founded in 1870 at Monmouth College. Famous alumni include Ashley Judd, Jane Pauley and
Kate Jackson.- Jimmy I'm not sure how or why this turned into a thread about sorority sorority admit, I find the speculative connection between Kappa Delta's AOTand Beowulf interesting. But this is a site for eager readers, not a place to devise Greek secrets. I'm just guessing here, but I think the only people reading this are people who
are here for the Beowulf part of the title. Can we try to keep this threadon topic? Who cares what KKG stands for or what the meaning of AOTis? If it has any relevant links to literature, then fine, let's discuss it. Otherwise, you can find another website to post these so-called secrets. Beowulf is gutted by a story that needs to be drawn into
something so young. If anyone here has any fraternity/sorority/community rituals I would behappy to act, I have most of everything out there, just hit me upat***@yahoo.com Page sums it up pretty wellthe very bottom is the most clearsorry KAY DEE ladies of guestthis page sums it upat ***@yahoo.com Page sums it up pretty wellthe very
bottom is the most clearsorry KAY DEE ladies of guestthis page sums it up pretty well the very clear kay DEE LADIESStop is trying to cover up the truth. You know what is posted there is alie. Why try to hide the real meaning behind the symbols? It's nothing to be ashamed of. This post, dated April 5, 2005, sums it up pretty well. It exists
onpage two or three in this very thread: FYI... The following passage is a description of the official badge,and was taken directly from the KD ritual. It should therefore answer all questions relating to this subject. The letters K on the sign stand for sworn Sisters. Thedagger means Stab Wrong to the heart, in other words, overcomeevil. The
letters A.O.T., which appear under the letters K stand for Aeghwylee Othrum Treowe, which are Anglo-Saxon words that mean Each to the Other True. Sorry guest. : Roll: So many people read and no posting ... That must mean that all those KDs don't know what to say anymore. Your secret people are out. Boo hoo. Does anyone have
Delta Phi Epsilon's secrets? Post by mollySo many people read and no posting... That must mean that all those KDs don't know what to say anymore. Your secret people are out. Boo hoo. Does anyone have Delta Phi Epsilon secrets?........ Why do you care about Kappa Delta's secrets or any word of the matteR? The secrets and ritals in
which Kappa Delta shares with her sisters aresomething beyond words - and you're wrong about the meaning of the letters and ritals.. Btw. The simple fact is, even if you discover what it means in words, you canude knowing what it means in friendship and sisterhood. It is a motto that goes deeper than the words it stands for. You may
not know that less you have been through the introduction. It is a special bond between the KD sisters that we know in our hearts. As far as I know, it's not from Beowulf. It was developed by the four founders and of the ritual of a nearby chapter of a local fraternity. Its sorority's open motto: Ta Kala Diokomen: Let us strive for what is
honorable, beautiful and supreme. AOT is short for the transliterated version of the oldGreek: Arete opheleo telos: Moral excellence accomplishes our end. In context, this means that all Kappa Delta sisters should strive formoral excellence and thus they will promote organizationasa throughout. Anyone who is familiar with kappa delta
knows that they attach great importance to Christianity, morality, and to be ladylike. Therefore, moral expertise is telos or the target/end of Kappa DeltaSorority. Ask a Kappa Delta if this is true and see the expression on her face. Hope this helps and guides you down the right path. Give it a break and stop copying/pasting anything stolen
from a googleboard. Especially since it was proven wrong many times. AOT = Aeghwylic Othrum Treowe (Each to the Other True) We've had enough people here check it, so it's not an issue anymore. Post by mollyGive it a break and stop copying/pasting anything stolen from a googleboard.  Especially since it was proven wrong many
times. AOT = Aeghwylic Othrum Treowe (Each to the Other True) We've had enough people here check it, so it's not an issue anymore. Who sits around trying to figure out a sorority secrets? Do you have a good sense of privacy? I am a KD myself and I can honestly say what you think are our secrets are not. It's like Chi Omega's
handshake... It's a rumor that has flowed around since their inception. Do you really think our secrets are so easy to get hold of? Isn't that a question anymore Molly? Are you a Kappa Delta? I don't think so... Believe what you want. But all of us Kappa Deltas are laughing in your face. Molly, I'd be interested in a copy of the KD ritual!
Ritual!
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